Fume extraction system FEC.
Weld fume extraction with cyclone technology!
Fume extraction system FEC

Harmful welding gases are created during welding. The new FEC (Fume Extraction Cyclone) weld fume extractor with innovative cyclone technology is the ideal system supplement for ABICOR BINZEL fume extraction torches such as the new RAB GRIP HE 2 (High Efficiency). It combines the highest suction output and intelligent, energy-efficient functions with simple handling.

Mobile high vacuum extraction system.
As a mobile extractor the FEC is considerably more flexible and efficient than stationary, central or hall extractors. It extracts fumes that are created during welding with a high vacuum of 19,000 Pa, a market-leading suction output. Thanks to its low weight, stable base, secure stand, and the robust rollers with solid rubber tyres, the FEC is particularly suitable for everyday industrial use. The new FEC can be transported comfortably and quickly wherever needed.

New cyclone technology for a longer service life.
The FEC works with the highly efficient cyclone technology. This guides the extracted air through the filter container in an optimised flow and in circles. Particles contained in the air are pressed against the
container wall through the centrifugal force, separating them upstream from the filter and depositing them in the FEC’s dust collecting drawer to reduce filter cleaning. The filter remains efficient for longer periods, and requires less cleaning.

Cleaning the permanent filter easily and quickly.
The new filter cleaning concept with an LED display makes the FEC particularly efficient. Instead of expensive disposable filters, a permanent filter is used that can be cleaned quickly and simply with a rotating cleaning lance operated by compressed air. The lance only has to be moved up and down a few times in the housing to remove the weld fume particles from the filter surface. These then fall down into the dust collecting drawer and can be disposed of as domestic waste. To prevent contaminated air from entering the hall, the exhaust duct of the filter cleaning system has a special bypass airflow with an integrated additional filter.

Integrated start-stop system for quiet operation.
The FEC extractor can be connected to all standard air- or water-cooled fume extraction torches. It is coupled directly to the welding process via a standard integrated measuring shunt at the earth cable and an automatic start-stop system. When the user starts the welding process, extraction starts automatically. This reduces noise emission, saves energy, and lowers electricity costs.
Clear arguments!
Mobile welding fume extraction in a class of its own.

Clear arguments.
The mobile fume extraction system FEC combines the highest suction output and intelligent energy-efficient functions with simple handling and also offers numerous advantages over standard suction devices:

- Cyclone technology for particle pre-separation to protect the filter surface – reduced cleaning intervals
- Integrated filter cleaning concept – permanent filter can be cleaned easily and quickly
- Contamination-free waste disposal of the welding dust by encapsulated de-dusting system and bag
- With 25 kg and smooth-running full-cushion wheels perfect for variable application sites
- Robust & quiet due to thick-walled plastic case
- Integrated automatic start-stop system reduces operation expenses and wear
- Optional with start-stop-measuring caliper
Highly efficient cyclone technology! Reduced cleaning intervals.

FEC in detail

The FEC works with the highly efficient cyclone technology and separates particles upstream from the filter. Therefore, requires less cleaning.

Efficient extraction and simple handling...

* As soon as the negative pressure in the filter due to contamination is too high, the LED display signals the need for cleaning.

Control element FEC
At a glance!
Order overview and technical data.

Fume extraction system FEC (Order overview)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Part.-No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FEC (230 V)</td>
<td>601.0071.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEC (115 V)</td>
<td>601.0072.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEC W3 (230 V)</td>
<td>601.0073.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEC W3 (115 V)</td>
<td>601.0074.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fume extraction system FEC (Technical data)

- **Weight:** approx. 25 kg
- **Max. air flow:** 230 m³/h
- **Connection diameter:** 50 mm
- **Max. vacuum:** 19,000 Pa
- **Noise level:** 76 dB (A)
- **Voltage:** 115 V, 50/60 Hz | 230 V, 50 Hz
- **Engine performance:** 1.1 kW
- **Filter:** permanent filter dust class M, 0.8 m²
- **Dimensions:** length 590 mm; width 425 mm; height 825 mm
Ideal system solution! FEC and Fume extraction torches RAB GRIP HE 2.

The ideal supplements for the FEC extraction system are the new RAB GRIP HE 2 fume extraction torches from ABICOR BINZEL. Together, these perfectly coordinated systems set new standards in extraction.

The new RAB GRIP HE 2 torches captures fumes where they are created: directly at the gas nozzle. To prevent an extractor nozzle hindering accessibility at the component and a clear view of the arc, the RAB GRIP HE 2 captures the fumes approx. 45 mm downstream from the gas nozzle.

Thanks to the new tapered nozzle geometry, new cable assemblies and extraction tubes, as well as the optimised machine connection, the RAB GRIP HE 2 captures weld fumes optimally even in difficult working positions. For example, extraction efficiency in the flat position is over 95%, which places the system in the top range of extraction torches.

The system solution with FEC and RAB GRIP HE 2 fume extraction torches combines effective health protection with the best possible working conditions and is eminently suitable for demanding industrial use.